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0. Introduction 
The Banach spaces L, [0, l] and l2 are isomorphic (in this paper “isomorphism” 
means “isometric isomorphism”), but no analyst would regard them as “the same”. 
The abstract notion which reflects the intuitive idea of “sameness” arises when we 
consider L2 or L, over a measure space not simply as a Banach space but rather as 
an endofunctor on the category B whose objects are EIanach spaces and whose mor- 
phisms are R-linear transformations with bound Gl. Thus the functor Ir, is described 
by saying that for a Banach space X we write ZPX to mean the Banach space of se- 
quences (xn) C X with the norm II(x,)ll, = (2 Ix,JP)~ IP, where I 1 designates the 
norm in X. More generally, L,X = L,(p; X) consists of (equivalence classes of’) meas- 
urable functions f on a measure space @ taking values in a separable subspace of X 
for which the norm Ilfll, = (j I flp d& ’ ) p is finite. Natural equivalence of the func- 
tors L,(p; -) and L,(v; -) corresponds to L,(p; R) and L,(v; R) being the same. 
The notion of dual functor, which one has in any closed monoidal (or autonomous) 
category, of which $8 is an example, is useful for the calculation of dual Banach spaces. 
For 1 < p < 00 one may identify lthe dual functor of Zp with ‘4, where 1 /p + 1 /q = 1 
(this is proved in [6] using the general thee yy of normled ideals); in abbreviated nota- 
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tion, Dip = ‘4, although “= ” is really a canonical natural equivalence of functors. It is, 
of course, obvious that for Banach space duality one has (I,x>’ = 2*(X’). In general, 
one arrives at the conclusron that (L,x)’ = DL,(X’), but here the functor DL, is not 
naturally equivalent to Lq. What happens is that there is a natural isometric inclusion 
of functors L, C DL,, but in order to have L, Y = DL, Y we must assume that the 
Banach space Y has the Radon--Nikodym property. For example (LpX)’ = Lq( u’) if 
X’ is separable or reflexive. 
In the example of L,, the. canonical isomorphism of (LpX)’ with DLp(x’) solves 
exactly half the problem of finding the dual space. There remains the question of 
analyzing the space DLp(X’). Nevertheless, the fact that the duality is in functorial 
form is quite useful, and to a large extent his eliminates measure-theoretic considera- 
tions. 
What goes on for L, can be generalized to a large class of functors which we call 
computable. For a computable functor F we have the duality Theorem 1.9 which 
asserts (FX)’ = DF(X’) for all Banach spaces X. This generality has some genuine 
applications, for the integral operators of Grothendieck [3] are best described in 
terms of a dual functor. Indeed to each Banach space A we may assign a computable 
functor F = A l - such that DFX = INT(A,X), the space of integral operators from 
A to X. Before going further into this matter, which is the major concern of this 
paper, let us remark that while our end results merely repeat what Grothendieck ob- 
tained, the functorial approach significantly simplifies the proofs and emphasizes the 
distinction between the elements of the theory which are of a general, abstract nature 
and those which really involve analysis in Banach spaces. 
In section 1 we discuss duality and computability, and we derive Theorem 1.9. 
The consequences of this theorem are explored in a general setting in section 2 while 
in sections 3 and 4 we specialize to integral operators. Among the results on integral 
operators obtained by our methods are that INT(-, L) is the set of absolutely major- 
izing operators, where L is any abstract t l -space, and that INT(C(a), -) is the set 
of absolutely summing operators (4.2,4.5). Furthermore, the classical factorization 
theorem of integral opergtprs (4.12) receives a new treatment yielding the standard 
result that TE INT(A, X) if and only if ix l T: A + X”, where ix: X + X” is the usual 
embedding, can be factored through the canonical map L_(p) + L 1 (p), for a com- 
pact measure space (fl). 
The categorical terms in this paper will be kept to a min;mum. 8(X, Y) will denote 
the morphisms from X to Yin 8 and HOM(X, Y) will denote the Banach space whose 
unit ball is 8(X, Y), i.e. HOM(X, Y) will consist of all continuous linear transforma- 
tions from X to Y. The term functor will mean a map F : 8 -+ 8 defined on both ob- 
jects and morphisms of 8 satisfying the properties (i) F is a continuous norm-decreas- 
ing linear transformation from HOM(X, Y) to HOM(FX, FY), (ii) Fcf*g) = Fj’* Fg, 
(iii) F(l*) = lFx (where lo denotes an identity map). A natural transformation t 
from the tunctor F to the functor G is a family (t-&-&B where tX E @(FX, GX) hav- 
ing the property that for any j’E%(X, Y), Gf l tx = ty l Ff. A natural transformation 
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t is an equivalence if lx is an isomorphism for all X E 8. F is said to be the lef’t adjoint 
of G if there is a natural isomorphism between HOM(FX, I”) and HOM(X, GY). 
1. The duality theorem 
As we have remarked above, the dual functor can be defined in a wide class of 
categories known as closed monoidal categories. We refer the reader to [7] for further 
elaboration on this remark. The essentials making ‘8 into a closed rnonoidal category 
are the functor 92, X = HOM(A, X) and its left adjoint, ZA X = A QP X, the algebraic 
tensor product completed with respect o the greatest crossnorm. The dual functor 
DF of F is the functor defined on objects by 
DFA = NAT(F, EA), 
where NAT(F, G) denotes the Banach space whose unit ball is the set of natural trans- 
formations from F to G with the norm lltll= sup(Ilt-& XE 8). For fE 8(A,B) and 
Y E NAT(F, x,i, 
(x0(Y)*=cf@x)*yx. 
We note that the assignment of the functor DF to the functor F is a contravariant 
functorial operation D : %’ + 8%) where CS’H is the category of functors on $8, but 
that we shall not usually be interested in C on this level. 
1.1. Remarks. 1. All closed monoidal categories are equipped with adjoint functors 
playing the roles of slA and ZA in $8 and an object playing the role of R. Two well- 
known examples of closed monoidal categories are the category of abelian groups and 
the category of topological spaces with a distinguished point. In the latter, which was 
the first category in which the dual functor was studied, several dual pairs are familiar 
and may provide some intuition concerning the meaning of duality: wedge space and 
the Cartesian product, cofibration and Serre fibration, loop space (!ZA ) and suspen- 
sion ( ZA ). 
2. In ‘8, as in all closed monoidal categories, Ds2, = Z&, and DC, := S2, . Moreover, 
we observe by the adjointness of z1, and S2,, that 
DC, (X’) = HOM(A, X’) = HOM(A, QR) 
~HOM(Q4, R) s HOM(Z, X, 1R) = (ZA X)’ . 
We say that a functor F is computable if lim FY = FX for each X E B, where the 
direct limit is taken over the finite dimension& subspaces Y of X. This condition 
readily lends itself to an adjoint construction as follows. We-let U : %’ -+$@’ be the 
obvious restriction functor, where f%is the full subcategory of ‘$3 consisting of finite 
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dimensional spaces. Then U has a left adjoint L given by LFX = lim FY, where Y runs 
through the finite dimensional subspaces of X, i.e. NAT(LF, G) gNAT(F, I/G). It is 
obvious that UL is the identity functor, but in general the counit morphism E: LUF + F 
is not an equivalence of functors, nor is Ex. l LUFX + FX even an isometric inclusion 
when F is not computable (see 2.5). We note that NAT(UF, UG) E 8. We shall denote 
LUF by FL. 
1.2. Proposition. There is a natural transformation 
NAT(F, G-) + NAT(UF, UG) 
which is an isomorphism whenever E’ is computable. 
Proof. The natural transformation i question is that of restriction. When F is com- 
putable, we have by adjointness, 
N AT(F, G) “= NAT(L UF, G) z NAT( UF, UC) . 
1.3. Examples. I. ZA is a computable functor since it preserves all direct limits (by 
virtue of being a left adjoint). 2. Oq the other hand, QA is computable if and only if 
A is finite dimensional. Letting SZ;X = lim fiA Y, where Y runs through the finite 
dimensional subspaces of X, we can see &at s2iX consists of continuous linear trans- 
formations which are uniform limits of operayrs of finite dimensional range. If A 
satisfies the approximation c:)ndition, then QX consists of all compact operators 
from A to X. 3. L#; -) is, of course, computable since it is ZL, (P;~)= However, 
Q.,($; -), 1 < p < 00, is also computable in view of its categorical def;nition [4] . 
For every bi-functor G: % X 8 + $8, if we wriutz GA X = G(A, X), then there is a 
bi-natural morphism 
NAT@‘, GA) QD FX + G(A, X’) 
givenbycuex -+ cr#). In the particular case that G(A, X) = A B X, we have 
* Ax:DFdeFX+doX, 
I 
which is a type of tensor contraction having important applications to integration 
theory. Indeed the basic example is this: FX is a space of X-valued “functions” and 
DFA is a space of A-valued “measures”’ , for f E FX, p E DFd, the customary nota- 
tion is *A,~(~ B fi = If dp, and the “integral” has its values in A QD X. 
The special case A = A’, X = A yields the map 
J;k = trA l qAtA :DF(d’)@FA+R, f 
where trA is the trace map A’8 A -+ R, which in turn, by adjointness produces the 
natural transformation 
‘I$ : DF(d’) -+(FA)’ . 
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Explicitly, we have q; (7) = trA l T~. The special case A = A, X = ~1 i yields the map 
*A =trA’\kA,AdDFA @F(I;‘)+R, 
which produces, by adjointness, the natural transformation 
(2) x; : DFA + F(A’)’ . 
Explicitly, X; (7) = trA l TA’ . 
1.4. Remarks. 1. *J and ~2 are the adjoints of 9A and XA also in the sense of ad- 
joint transformations of Banach spaces. 2. Mityagin and Svarc proved [6] that ~2 
is always an isometric inclusion. 3. Both 92 and ~2 are really natural transforma- 
tions on the level of functors on % I8 . Namely, ~2 is a natural transformation be- 
tween the contravariant functor D and the functor sending F EBB to F(-‘)‘; “2 , 
between F + DF(-‘) and F + F(-)‘. 
An important instance of the map (1) arises when we take F = Q_x. Then DF = 
xx, and (1) is the bi-natural transformation 
where 
Jx A : ib A’ + HOM(X, A)’ , 
, 
(JXA(X B 01), h) = (~9 h(x)) , 
=(tr,*h@A’)(UU.I). 
We write JA for the natural transformation from ZAt to HA, where HA (X) = 
HOM(X, A)‘. This example plays a fundamental role in the duality theorem. Explicit- 
ly, we shall make use of the following lemma. 
1 .S. Lemma. If X E j-5& then Jx,A : X@ A’ + HOM(X, A)’ is arr isomorphism. 
Proof. Since it is clear that Jx,A is an algebraic isomolrphism when X Ef’8 it suffices 
to show that it is an isometry. The isomorphism 9: HOM(X, A”) + HOM(X, A)” is 
known for X Ef8(see [2] for an elementary proof of Schatten’s original result). 
Since the following diagram is commutative and ixaAt is an isometric inclusion, Jx,A 
must be an isometric inclusion as well: 
adjointness 
(X@ A’)” - HOM(X, A”)’ “s HOM(X, A)“’ 
* t 
+X@A’) iHBM(X,A)’ 
(Xca A’) 
JX,A 
;WOM(X, A)’ 
Related to the above lemma and the duality theorem is the question: for which 
AE~~LI~,~ an isometric inclusion for all X E 8? To answer this question, we 
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introduce the following notion: A E ‘8 is said to be approximately reflexive if for 
each finite collection of pairs {(a;, a;) )i=l with ai E A ‘, a: E A “, and for each 
E > 0, there exists a morphism T E 8 (A “, Ajtuch that 
for i = 1, . . . . n. 
Obviously, reflexive spaces are approximately reflexive. However, so are “mo: t” 
Banach spaces as the next proposition shows. 
1.6. Proposition. If A’ zatisj”ies the metric approxiniation property, then A is approx- 
imately reflexive. 
We postpone the proof of 1.6 until section 3. We note that the hypothesis on A’ 
is much stronger than needed, and we only formulate the result this way to appeal 
to a familiar condition. The point of the condition of approximate reflexivity is 
the following result M 
t 3. Proposition. A is approximately rejlexive if and only if+* is an isometric 
inclusion for every X E $8. 
Proof. Since (X GD A’)’ 2 HOM(X, A”), the map XGD A’ -+ HOM(X, A”)’ is immediately 
seen to be an isometric inclusion. Thus, our proposition amounts to the assertion 
that the unit ball of HOM(X,A) is dense in the unit ball of HOM(X, A”) in the weak 
topology given by A’@ X. However, the definition of approximate reflexivity is that 
the identity of HOM(A”, A”) is in the weak closure of the unit ball of HOM(A”, A). 
We now give our main results. 
1.8. Theorem. If A is approximately rejlexive, then for any functor F, !P: : DF(A’) + 
(FA )’ is an isometric inclusion. 
f .9. Theorem. If F is computable, then q$ is an isomorphism for every A E B. 
Proof c?f 1.8. We are going to construct a natural isometric inclusion 
qA : (FA)’ + NAT(F, HA) 
such that qA * iP2 = NAT(F, JA ): DF(A’) + NAT(F, IfA). Then, since JA is an iso- 
metric inclusion, so is NAT(F, JA) for.any F, and it will follow that Vj is an iso- 
metric inclusion. 
The construction of VA is easy to describe. If ar f (FA)‘, X E 8, x E FX, then 
q~,&)X(x) is the linear functional on HOM(X, A) defined by 
~~/&cw)~(x), h) = Car, Fh(x)) . 
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For y EDF(A’), we see that 
Finally, letting X = A and h = 1, , we have 
= sup{Il~(x)ll: x E FA. 11x11 G I ) = llcwll , 
so qA is an isometry. 
Proof of 1.9. Consider the morphisms & : (FA)’ + NAT(UF, UHA ) obtained by 
composing Q , defined above, with the canonical transformation given in 1.2. By 1.5, 
we see that UJA : UQ + UHA is a natural isomorphism. Let (A denote the compo- 
sition 
NAT(UF, (UJA)-‘) l $” : (FA)‘-+NAT(UF, UZ,l). 
Then clearly &,, l q; : DF(A’) + NAT(UF, KZ,,) is the canonical transformation of 
1.2. If F is computable, then DF(A’) = NAT(UF, UQ), and it will follow that E,, 
and *z are inverses if we merely show that gA is a monomorphism. To this end, let 
cy E (FA)’ be such that (&, + = 0 for all X E j’& If Q! # 0, there exists a y E FA with 
@) # 0. Since FA = lim FX over finite dimensional subspaces X of 11, there exist X, 
and x, E FX, such tha’t if y, = F&(x,), where z$ Xoll + A are the inclusion maps, 
then y, + y. Hence, (tA &)X(x,) (i,) = 0 --+ or(y), a contradiction. 
Returning to the map (2) ~2 : DFA -+ F(A’)‘, we easily see by definition that 
‘I!; = F(b)’ . x’jt : LlF(A’) + F(A”)’ + (FA)’ . 
This leads us to a necessary condition for q: to be an isomorphism for a particular 
A E ‘%. We say that fEB(A, X) is a weak retract if there exists h E’%(A’, X’) such 
thatf’ l h = l,~. 
1 .lO. Proposition. If \kz is an isonzorphisrlz, then F(i14 ) is a H)eak retract. 
Proof. We have q; l (KI!;)-l = l(FAJl = F(iA)’ l ~2 l (*2)-l. 
1.1 I. Corollary. If F is computable, then F(iA ) is a uleak retract, a ,fhrtiori. an iso- 
metric inclusion, for every A E $8. 
Proof. By 1.9, 1.10, F(iA) is a weak retract for all A E $3. Hence, F(iA j’ is a quotient 
map, which is equivalent to F(iA ) being an isometric inclusion. 
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We recall that a functor F is said to be a subfunctor of the functor G if there is a 
natural transformation s:F + C such that SX is an isometric inclusion for each X E 8. 
We will write F C G to denote this relationship. 
1.12. Lemma. If F C G and if\k& : DG(A’) + (GA)’ is a quotient map, then so is 
‘PEA : DF(A’) -+ (FA)‘. , 
Roof. The following diagram is commutative by the naturality of JI* on the level of 
functors on88 (see 1.4.3): 
DF(A’) ‘%A , (FA)’ 
CDi)A 1 1 (S’)A 
DG(A’) -(GA)’ . 
% 4 9  
Then since (s’)~ = (sA )’ is a quotient map and ‘k& is a quotient map, so is *:,A. 
1.13. Theorem. If F C G, and if\k& is an isnmorphism for all A E B, then \kF A is 
an isomorphism for all approximately refle.xi%e A. Moreover, if, in addition, ‘k& is 
an isomorphism for all A E 8, then (i) DF(A’) is a quotient of DG(A ‘) and (ii) the 
clemen ts of DFA have norm preserving e:x tensions to DG(A “) for all A E 8. 
Proof. The first statement follows obviously from 1.8 and 1.12, since a map which is 
both an isometric inclusion and a quotient map is an isomorphism. If @EA is an iso- 
morphism for all A E 8, then we see from the diagram in the proof of 1 .12 that 
(Di)A: DG(A’) + DF(A’) must be a quotient map since (s’)~ is; hence, we have proved 
(i). In particular, with this same hypothesis, we have DF(A”) a quotient of DG(A”) : 
Given 7 E DF(A), 5 = &A l 7 E DF(A”) = F(A’)’ has the same norm as 7. Since. 
DG(A”) = G(A’)’ + F(A ) is a metric homomorphism, there exists X E DG(A”) with 
11X11 = 1711 such that X l s = 7. 
1.14. Remarks. 1. The work of this section is based on the definition of a computable 
functor. The results can clearly be generalized to other closed monoidal categories in 
which there is an appropriate definition of a computable functor. For example, in the 
category of abelian groups, the obvious adjustment would be to take the category of 
all finitely generated abelian groups in place off 8. We have not verified the details 
of this generalization. 2 It should be pointed out that in generalizing the work of 
this section the categorical notion which corresponds to that of the isometric inclu- 
sion (quotient map) in 8 is extremal monomorphism (extremal epimorphism). 
2. Examples and consequences 
I 
It will be seen in this section and even more convincingly in section 3 that the 
duality Theorem 1.9 has many applications. We begin by adding to the examples 
given in II .3. 
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2fl. Examples. 1. Let F be a computable functor. Define the functor G by GX = 
F(X”). Then @X = FX; hence, the “computable part” of G is F. 2. From section 0 
we see that the computable part of DL, is L,, 1 < p < =, l/p + 1 /q = 1. 
3. Let TC(A, X) denote the space of morphisms from A to X of the form C aj 8 xi, 
aj E A, Xi E’X, endowed Jvith the quotient norm from A’ QD X. Then ZL (A, -) = 
A’@ -, but TCL(A, X) + TC(A,X) is an issmetry only when X satisfies the approxi- 
mation condition. 
A functor F is said to be of type Z if the natural transformation 
defined by ex(ae x) = Ff(a), where 22: R -+ X sends 1 to x, is an epimorphism for 
each XE 8, i.e. if eX(FR @X) is dense in FX. DF is said to be approximable if the 
natural transformation 
px: DFX + HOM(FR, X) 
defined by p*(y) = 7~ is a monomorphism (injection) for each X E 8. 
2.2. Remark. The terminology for the first definition is obvious and is standard in 
the literature on dual functors. The second is justifi-d by noting that C, = DS2, is 
apprqximable if and only if A satisfies the approximation condition. 
2.3. Proposition. If F is of type Z, then the natural morphism 
NAT(F, G) -+ HOM(FR, GR) 
is a monomorphism. 
Proof. For alny t E NAT(F, G), the following diagram is commutative for any X E %: 
FR@X 
fR@X 
,GR@X 
‘x 
, I 
EX 
GX 
Hence, if CR = 0, then tx l Q = 0, and since F is of type C, tx = 0. 
2.4. Corollary. If F is of type Z, then DF is approximable. 
2.5. Examples. 1. Since eX. * FR @ X + FX is an epimorphism whenever X E f 8 for 
.’ any F (see [I] ), it follows that any computable functor is of type Z. However, the 
converse is false as was pointed out by P. Michor. The example TC(A, -) suffices 
since it is obviously of type C, but TCL(A, -) = A’@ -. 2. By the above remark and 
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section 0: lp is approximable, 1 < p < 0~. 3. Obviously, QA is approximable for all 
A E8. 
2.6. Lemma. If y E DFA , then 
yRsX=yxvx:FR@X-+FX-+AsReX. 
Proof. Let x E X. By the naturality of y, we have A 8 2 l yR = yx l F3. Hence, 
YX(eX(a 8x)) = YX(F*(a)) = (A ‘8 !) (Y@) 
=yR&!@x=(yR@X)(a@x). 
2.7. Lemma. Let f E%(A, B). Then f is a weak retract if and only if f 69 X is an iso- 
metric inclusion for every X E 8. 
Proof. We observe that f @ X is an isometric inclusion if and only if Gf@ X)’ = HOM(X, f ‘) 
is a quotient map. 
If HOM(X, f) is a quotient map for every X E 8, we may take X = A’ and choose 
for our co-retraction off’ the preimage of 1At under HOM(A’, f’): HOM(A’, B’) + 
HOM(A’, A’). 
Now let us assume that f is a weak retract and that h is the co-retraction off’. Let 
XE%. If cp E HOM(X,A’), then h l p is a preimage of 9 under HOM(X, f’) and 
111~ l 11 = llqll since h is an isometry. Hence, lllpll = inf{llGll: i E HOM(X, f’)-‘(q) } 
and HOM(X,f’) is a quotient map. 
23. Proposition. Let F be a functor of type E, and let q E 8(A, B) be a weak retract. 
Then the following diagram is a pullback: 
PA 
DFA -HOM(FR, A) 
DFP 
i i 
HOM(FUJ) 
PB 
m’I3 -HOM(FR, B) 
Proof. The above diagram is commutative by the naturality of II. Let f E WOM(FR, A) 
be such that 4 l f= yR, for some y E DFB. We must show that f comes from something 
in DFA. Since PA and & are monomorphisms by 2.4, this will insure that DFA is 
indeed the indicated pullback. 
Let X E 8. If x = Q(U), for some u E FR@ X, then we define Ax(x) = (j&X’) (u). 
By Lemma 2.6, we can verify that if ex(u) = ex(u’), then 
(~~~cf~x)(u)=(~~~cf~x)(u’)* 
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Since cp 8 X is an isometric inclusion by 2.7, we se: that AX is well-defined on the 
image of ex. Since 11xX(-) rr ii < li~~ll Ilxll, XX may be extended to all of FX with 
ll~~ll G Ilrxll. Clearly, this definition makes A, into a natural transformation with 
With the stronger hypothesis of computability, 2.8 yields additional information 
about the dual functor which is exploited in section 3. 
2.9. Corollary. Let F be computable. Then DFA C ,,(,‘I) and the image consists of 
maps f: FR + A which are of bounded norm in ,,(,I’) = (FA’)‘. 
Proof. Since iA : A + A” is a weak retract, b> 2.8 the follow;ng diagram is a pullback: 
PA 
DFA ------HOM(FR, A) 
I I 
DFiA 
1 1 
HOM(FR,iA 1 
DF’ ?I PA” 
b HOM(FR, A”) 
Let f E DFA be yR for y E DFA. Hence, f E DFA if and only if f E HOM(FR, A) 
and iA ’ f EDF(A”) = (FA’)‘. But iA l f behaves exactly like f as an element of 
(FA’)‘, namely, according to the following commutative diagram, and has,the same 
norm: 
Hence, f E DFA if and only if f as an element of (FA’)’ is of bounded norm. 
3. Integral operators 
The functor A l - is defined as follows: A l X is the closure of Ox(A B X) in 
HOM(A’, X), where 8, : Aa X + HOM(A’, X) is the natural transformation given by 
Ox(a Q9 x) (a’) = a’(a) x, 
for a’ E A’. A l X is often described as the completion of the algebraic tensor pro- 
duct with respect o the least crossnorm. It is obvious that A l -- is a functor of type 
Z: which preserves i omt:;ric inclusions. We remark that the approximation condition 
on A is equivalent to the property that the natural epimorphism A P X + A l X Js a 
monomorphism for all X E ‘a. 
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3.1. Proposition. A 9 - is computable. 
Proof. The argument isstandard and will be omitted. 
3.2. Proposition. S2$X = A’ l X for all X E % . 
Proof. We need only show that A’ l X consists of operators from A to X which are 
limits of finite dimensional operators. Clearly the elements of A’ l X viewed ds 
operators are limits of finite dimensional operators. Conversely, let fy E HOM(A, 9, 
where Y is a finite dimensional subspace of X. Then f; E HOM(A”, Y) E A’ l Y. 
Since lim A’ l Y=A’*Xby3.1,1imf~=fEA’~X.Thenl~f~*iA=l~mf~= 
f* iA, G., f viewed as an element of HOM(A,X) is the limit of the fy. 
We make the definition 
INT(A,X)=D(A. -)(X)= NAT(Am-,X 8 -). 
Thus, INT(-, -) is a functor of two variables, contravariant in the first variable, 
covariant in the second. 
3.3. Remarks. I Since A l - is computable, we have INT(A, X’) = (A ax)‘, a fact 
which will be used often in subsequent calculations. 2. If A is finite dimensional, 
then INT(A,X) z Ah X since A l - = SQ .3. It follows from the above re.mark 
that the computable part of INT(A , -) is Q. 
Since A . - is of type Z, INT(A, -) is approximable. Thus we have a m,ono- 
morphism INT(A, X) + HOM(A, X). In fact, by applying 2.9 to this situation, we 
extract a description of INT(A,X) which is Grothendieck’s original description of 
integraI operators [3] : 
3.4. Theorem. T E INT(A, x) if and o&y if T E HOM(A, X) and T is bounded as an 
element of (A l X’)‘, 
We remark that Cigler [ 1 ] also proves that D(A l -) = INT(A, -), however, not 
in our general framework. 
Many standard theorems about integral operators follow easily from our descrip- 
tion, and we proceed to derive them. 
3.5. Remark. The fact that INT(A, x) is functorial in two variables gives the result 
that if T E INT(A, X), f E 8(B, A), g E 8 (X, Y), then g. T l f E INT(B, Y). 
3.6. Proposition, T E INT(A, X) if and only if ix* T E INT(A, X”). 
Proof. The forward implication follows directly from L5. The other direction is a 
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consequence of the fact that the following diagram is a pullback by 2.8: 
INT(A, X) ‘* +HOM(A, x) 
INT(A,ix) 
I ,I 
HOM(A,ix) 
INT(A, x”) Nx” HOM(A, X”) 
3.7. Proposition. There is a canonical b&natural isomorphism 
PA x : INT(A, x’) + INT(X, A’) . I 
Proof. Since A l X s X l A, the result follows from 3.3.1. 
3.8. Proposition. T E INT(A, X) if and only if T’ E INT(X’, A’). 
Proof. By 3.6, T E INT(A, X) if and only if ix l T E INT(A, X”). But INT(A, X”) s 
INT(X’, A’) by 3.7, and ix * T corresponds to T’ under this isomorphism. 
3.9. Proposit&on. Let j : A + B be an isometric&elusion. If T EJNT(A, X), then 
there exists TE INT(B1 X”) such that ix l T = T* jand ll;rll= IlTll. 
Proof. Since X’ l - preserves i ometric inclusions, by the Hahn-Banach theorem, 
the map 
INT(X’, j’) = (X’ l j)’ : INT(X’, B’) + INT(X’, A’) 
is a metric homomorphism. Hence, T’ has a preimage S of the same norm under 
INT(X’, j’). Let p= cp-’ B,X(S). That Fis the desired extension follows from the 
naturality of q. 
3.10. Proposition. Let e : Y + X be a quotient map. If T E INT(A, X), then there 
exists FE INT(A, Y”) such that ix. T = e” 9 Fand lITI = IlFll. 
Proof. Since e’ : X’ + Y’ is an extremal monomorphism, we can apply 3.9 to 
T’ E INT(X’, A’) to produce R E INT( Y’, A”‘) such that R l e’ = iA’ l T’ and 
IlRll = IlTll. Then employing again the naturality of 9, we may take ~&7’((iA )’ l R) 
to be ? 
, 
We return at this time to a proof of Proposition 1.6: A’ satisfies the metric ap- 
proximation property implies A is approximately reflexive. One of the many equiv- 
alent definitions that A E 8 satisfies the metric approximation property is that 
A @ X is normed in duality with A’ l AT’, i.e. that A ~9 X + (A’ 0 X’)’ is zn isometric 
inclusion. 
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Roof of 1.6. By 1.7, we must show that Jx,A : XGQ A’ + HOM(X, A)’ is an isometric 
inclusion for each X E $2. Since there is a morphism X’ l A -+ HOM(X, A), it suffices 
to show that the morphism X QD A’ + HOM(X, A)’ + (X’ *A)’ is an isometric inclusion. 
However, (X’* A)’ = INT(A, x”), and X a A’ + INT(A,X”) is the composition of ob- 
vious morphisms X 8 A ’ + INT(A, X) + INT(A, X”). If A’ has the metric approximation 
property, then we have X@ A’ + (X’ l k’)’ = INT(A “, X”) an isometric inclusion. 
Hence, our result is a consequence of the fact that the above morphism is th$’ compo- 
sition 
Xop A’ + INT(A; X) + INT(A, X”) z INT(X’, A”‘) + INT(X’, A”‘) 
s INT(A “, X”) . 
Let C(s2, X) denote the Banach space of continuous functions from the compact 
Hausdorff space s2 to the Banach space X with the supremum norm. Clearly, C(s2, -) 
is a functor on “8. 
3.11. Remarks. 1. It is well known that C(a, X) = C(SJ) l X, where C(n) = C(s2, R). 
Moreover, C(s21 X Stz) = C(sZ, ) l C(s22). 2. For A E %, if SA denotes the unit ball 
of A’ in the weak* topology, then A l X can also be described as the closure of 
AeXinC(&,X). 
3.12. Proposition. C(s2, -) is a computable functor which preserves isometric inclu- 
sions. 
Proof. This follows from 3.11 .l or can easily be proved directly, the first statement 
by taking a partition of unity of a. 
Hence, Theorem 1.9 applies to C(n, X), i.e. DC(Q, -) (X’) = C(Q, X)‘. Let 
M(& X) = D(C(& -)) (X), and let M(st) = M(Q, R). 0 ur notation is justified by the 
fact that M(s2, X’) = C(s2, X)’ and, in particular, that M(a) thus consists of all Radon 
measures on f2. We note that M&, M(Q)) = M(Q, X Q), since it is well known 
that C(Ql, C(SQ)) = C(al) l C(Q2) = C(nl X St*). 
Since C(Q, -) is of type I=, M(s2, -) is approximable and we may view elements 
of M(s1, X) as morphisms C(Q) + X. However, it is possible to give an interpretation 
of the elements of IM(R, x) as set functions. Let p E A?@‘& X). We define m EM+(a), 
where M+(a) is the set of positive Radon measures on 52, by 
where f E c’(n), fi E C+(Q) and Z& = f ’ 1s any decomposition off. Then m is a posi- 
tive Radon measure on 52, namely the variation of p, and we have 
lb-UN g miff G If1 dm , 
for all fE C(n). Let 92 be the u-algebra of all m-measurable s ts in CL If E E 772 , 
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for every integer n we can find a compact set K, and an open set G, with K, C E C 
C,andm(C,-K,J<lln.Letf~EC(S2),O~f,<landf,lK,=l, fnlbGn=O. 
Then one can calculate that 
and hence, that b(&)> is Cauchy in X. Thus, we can define #3’ = lim ~0. This 
defines an additive set function 3n + X with ll@ll< mE. 
4. Evaluation and factorization 
Yde are able to le;;rn more about INT(4, X) by specializing A or X to certain spaces, 
f;.g.? 2, to cs- We begin by introducing the notion of a space B evaluating NAT(F, G), 
where F, G are functors of type E. We say that B evaluates NAT(F, G) if whenever 
h : FR + GR is such that h B B extends to a morphism FB -+ GB, then kr f NAT(F, G). 
4.1. Theorem. Let F and G be functors of type Z which preserve isometric inclusions. 
Then co evaluates N AT(F, G). 
Proof. Let h E HOM(FR, GR) be such that h co co extends to a morphism tco : Fc, + Gc,. 
Let X E%. We want to show that h @ X extends to a morphism tx : FX + GX. We let 
C(Q) be chosen so that there is an inclusion j : X + C(Q) and consider the following 
diagram : 
. T 
m@\\: GR@JX\ Gj 
FX-_-__- _-_ ____-_--_ j GX 
If h QP C(Q) extends to a morphism tccal, then tz a X extends to a morphism tx, 
since for x E e(FR 8 X), we can verif;r by diagram chasing that llt&)ll = Il(Gj 0 t&II = 
Il(tcc~j l Fi) WI G Iltccs2>ll Il~ll- 
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Hence, it suffices to show that h QD C(s2) extends to ~c~sz). Let fi , ,.., fn E C(0). 
Thetll given e > 0 we can construct morphisms C(D) % co !+ C(8), using a partition 
of unity for s2, such that lIfl(wi)) - 411 C e for i = 1, . . . . n. Hence, using a diagram 
argument analogous to the above, we see that if h 8 co extends to fee, then h QD C(Q) 
extends to fccn,. 
4.2. Corollary. Let F be a functor of type C which preserves isometric inclusic 7s. Then 
co evaluates DF(L) = NAT(F; Z, ), where L is any abstract L 1 -space. 
4.3. Remark. In the literature the Banach space of morphisms h : A + X such that 
he co extends to a morphism A l co + X@ co is denoted II&l, X) and its elements 
are called semi-integral operators onthe left or absolutely majorizing operators. 
ThusY’rom 4.2 we have the well-known result that INT(-, L) = II,(-, L). 
A dual version of 4.1, for which we omit the proof, is the following. 
4.4. nie!orena. Let F and G be functors of type Z which preserve quotient maps. Then 
1, evaluates NAT(F, G). 
4.5. Corollary. DC(Q, -) (X) “s evaluated by 1, for every X E%. 
Roof. This follows by proving that C(n, -) preserves quotient maps, which again fol- 
lows from a partition of unity argument. 
4.6. Remark. In the literature the Banach space of morphisms h : A + X such that 
h @ 1, extends to a morphism A l 1, + X @ 1, is denoted II1 (A, X) and its elements 
are called semi-integral operators on the right or absolutely summable operators. A
restatement of 4.5 is: INT(C(S2), -) = II, (C(a), -). 
Finally, we state without proof two further results on evaluating NAT(F, G) which 
can be proved in like manner to the above results. 
4.7. ‘Theorem. INT(L, -) = lIo(L, -), where L is any abstract L, -space. 
4.8. ‘Theorem. INT(-, C(a)) = I$(-, C(a)). 
Letting L_(p) denote L_(E.(; R), for a compact measure space (cc), we have the 
following useful consequence of the above. 
4.9. Proposition. The canon&al mtlp 
Q &,W-+LIW 
belongs to INT(LJ’JQ, L 1 01)). 
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Proof. By 4.5, since L_(p) = C(Q), it suffices to show that Q EJ I, is a continuous 
mapfromL_@)“ZI toLl(~)sZI.However,L101)~II=L101,II)andLoo(CI)oZI= 
C(& II). Thus, we must show that the inclusion C(st, ZI) + L, (p, II) is continuous, 
which is obvious. 
There are several factorization theorems for integral operators. Our set-up provides 
us with a theorem of this type which follows directly from 1.13 since A l - C C’(S,, -)_ 
4.10. Theorem. Given T E INT(A, X) there exists S EM&, X”) such that l\Sll = \lTll 
and ix 9 T = S l j, where j : A + C(SA ) is the canonical inclusion map. 
We can also easily obtain the classical factorization theorem. We precede this by a 
global factorization, after which the other theorem quickly follows. 
4.11. Proposition. Given A, X E %, there exist compact Hausdorff spaces S$, Lt2 and 
a quotient map M& X fi2) + INT(A, X”). 
Proof. Let us embed A, X’ in spaces of the form C(Q), say J : As+ C(al ), K : X’ + C(t22). 
ThenJ l K : A l X’ + C(Q1) . C(Q) = C(fi1 X s22) is an isometric inclusion, so 
(J l K)’ : M(S$ X S2,) + INT(A, X”) 
is a quotient map. 
4.12. Theorem (Classical Factorization Theorem). T E INT(A, X’) if and on& ifix l T 
can be factored as A + L_(p) 4 L 1 (cc) + X”, where @) is a compact measure space. 
Proof. Let T E INT(A, X). We note that in 4.11, Cl, and s22 may be chosen equal; 
e.g. A, x’ are both included in C(Q) where 52 = Q, X St,. Let Q X 52 = SZ,. Then we 
have isometric inclusions 
J : A + C(+,), K : X’ + C(slu) , 
and a quotient map 
M(n,) + INT(A, X”) . 
Let ~1 E M(s20) be a preimage of ix 0 T. We need to show that the composite 
C(n,)+L_(Q,911)4 L,(~o,P)-,C(~())’ 
is p. But this is clear since 
<Qf, h) =I&-) h(x) ar_C . 
Conversely, if ix 0 T can be factored as above, ix = T f INT(A, X”) since Q E 
INT(L,@), L#)) by 4.9. Thus, by 3.o, TE INT(A,X). 
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